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I.

INTRODUCTION

The National Letter of Intent Program (“NLOI”) provides member schools a systematic way of recruiting student
athletes.1 But are these letters of intent binding on prospective players who sign the agreement when they are minors? In 2008
a female basketball player signed a letter of intent to play for a Division I regional university.2 Subsequently, the head coach
for women’s basketball announced that she would be leaving to coach at a larger Division I school.3 With the departure of the
coach, the prospective player no longer wished to play for the university with which she had signed, and sought a release from
her commitment; however, the university refused to release her. So she filed suit, claiming that her letter was invalid because
she was not yet eighteen years old when she signed it, and thus under state law, the agreement was not binding.4 A basic
principle of contract law provides that minors can disaffirm agreements entered into during their minority.5 Although the
university ultimately released her from her letter of intent, the case highlights a potential problem with the NLOI program.
While it is designed in part to inject rationality and order into a potentially chaotic recruiting process, the common law’s
infancy doctrine protects minors from improvident agreements made with potentially predatory adults.6 This paper analyzes
the right of a minor to disaffirm contracts in conjunction with the NLOI program.

II. THE NCAA NATIONAL LETTER OF INTENT PROGRAM
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (“NCAA”) is a well-funded, non-profit organization with over 1200
members that administer athletic issues in institutions of higher education.7 Although the organization is voluntary, member
schools are bound by the organization’s regulations and must administer their athletic programs in accordance with NCAA
rules.8 The NCAA was founded in 1906 as a result of a conference called by President Theodore Roosevelt with
representatives from thirteen colleges and universities in order to address the brutality of the sport of football and to reform the
rules of college football.9 The NCAA primarily was a discussion group and rules-making body, until1921 when the association
expanded its operations and conducted its first championship tournament.10 With the growth and divergence in the number of
college athletics programs, the NCAA in 1973 divided its member institutions into three legislative and competitive divisions –
I, II, and III.11 As the NCAA organization evolved, so did its commercial endeavors, its presence in the media outlets, and
commensurately its revenue stream.12
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The NLOI program was established to bring order to what otherwise could be a free-for-all in the recruitment
process.13 A group of seven conferences in 1964 created the NLOI program to alleviate recruiting excesses that became
common with increased television exposure in the 1940s and 1950s.14 To stop schools from luring away football players after
they had enrolled on other campuses, the group formed a plan to issue letters of intent that would keep other conference
coaches from recruiting student-athletes once they had declared intent to participate at a particular school.15 For a time, the
documents were recognized only within a conference, but subsequently a voluntary inter-conference letter of intent program
was developed by the Collegiate Commissioners Association (“CCA”), which subsequently initiated a National Letter of
Intent, to ensure that a student-athlete would attend an institution for one academic year in return for financial aid.16 Today, the
NCAA Eligibility Center, which handles most issues surrounding prospective student-athletes, administers the NLOI
program.17 Though the program was originally created to address issues with the recruitment of football student-athletes, all
student-athletes recruited for any NCAA sponsored sport now participate.18
The National Letter of Intent is a document issued by the CAA and subscribing NCAA-member institutions to
prospective student-athletes in order to establish the commitment to attend a particular institution.19 In actuality, the various
conferences play a greater role in administering the program than the NCAA, although it might behoove the NCAA to exercise
more oversight.20 Currently, there are 616 participating Division I and Division II institutions and over 36,000 prospective
student-athletes who sign an NLI each year.21 Once signed, if student-athletes wish to change schools, then they must
participate in at least one practice in their sport or attend at least one class at their initially selected institution, sit out a year in
their sport prior to enrolling at another institution, and complete a full-time academic program for a full year at the new
institution before competing in their sport again.22 Enrolling in another institution within one year of the execution of the
agreement results in intercollegiate ineligibility for two years, unless the initial institution formally releases the student.23 In
other words, the basic penalty for not attending the institution with which the student signed the NLOI agreement for one
academic year (two semesters or three quarters) is the loss of one season of competition in all sports and a required one
academic year in residence at the next NLI member institution before being able to represent another NLI institution in
intercollegiate athletics competition.24
If an institution chooses not to release a prospective student-athlete from the NLI, the prospective student-athlete may
appeal the institution’s decision by submitting an NLI Appeals Form to the NLI office within thirty days after the institution
denied the release request.25 The institution will then have an opportunity to respond in writing to the student’s appeal.26
Following receipt of the institutional response, the NLI committee (NLI Policy and Review Committee for Division I
institutions or the Division II Review Committee) will review the materials and render a decision.27 This decision may be
appealed to the NLI Appeals Committee within thirty days of the date of the appeal decision letter, whose decision is final and
binding on member institutions.28 If the NLI Appeals Committee upholds the decision in favor of an institution, the studentathlete may transfer to another institution, but will not be eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics for one year.29
Any institution that signs a player who was not properly released has violated the recruiting ban established under the NLOI,
and would be subject to sanctions.30
The NLOI program also established specific signing periods for prospective student athletes, in both the fall and
spring of a high school athlete’s senior year.31 Predictably, many student athletes will not yet have reached their eighteenth
birthday when they sign NLOI agreement on these prescribed dates. So assume the athlete changes his or her mind subsequent
to signing the NLOI agreement. Assume also that the institution refuses to release the athlete, and the student-athlete loses his
or her appeal of the institution’s decision to the NLI Committee. Could not the student athlete, who is a minor, simply
disaffirm the contract?
III. CONTRACTUAL CAPACITY: THE MINOR’S COMMON LAW RIGHT TO DISAFFIRM
A.

Overview

Contractual capacity is one of the requirements for a valid enforceable contract.32 A lack of contractual capacity
makes the agreement voidable at the option of the person lacking capacity.33 The common law protects minors from the
making of improvident contracts during their infancy by permitting them to rescind, or disaffirm, such contracts.34 What is
referred to as the Infancy Doctrine can be traced to the thirteenth century, while its basic concepts have been in place since at
least the fifteenth century.35 This contractual defense permits minors to disaffirm otherwise binding agreements during their
minority and for a reasonable time after they reach the age of majority, which is eighteen years old in most states.36
Disaffirmance must be of the entire contract, and not just an objectionable part.37
The obligation of the minor upon disaffirmance is to return the consideration the minor received in the transaction in
order to receive the consideration the minor exchanged, such that the status quo ante is restored.38 Typically, there are few
complications if the power of avoidance is exercised at the executory stage, because there has been no exchange of
consideration, only potentially non-recoupable reliance expenditures incurred by the competent party. However, if the
consideration is damaged, destroyed or consumed in some way, state law may impose a make-whole obligation, requiring
payment of depreciation or damages by the minor upon disaffirmance,39 although many states require no more than that the
minor return the consideration, if available, without consequence.40

If minors misrepresent their age, the requirements upon disaffirmance also will depend upon state law,41 although the
common law rule provided that falsely representing one had capacity did not confer capacity.42 Nevertheless, there is generally
a greater obligation under state law to make restitution in cases of misrepresentation, and some states do not allow avoidance.43
B. Limitations
There are other common law and statutory restrictions on minors’ ability to disaffirm contracts.44 For example, the
law in most states holds minors liable for the reasonable the value of the consideration provided if the contract is for something
that is necessary to maintain their station in life, in order to encourage parties to enter into such agreements without fear of the
minor exercising their power of disaffirmance.45 Therefore, for example, if the item purchased is deemed to be a necessary, the
minor would either be liable for its reasonable value, or if allowed to disaffirm, for the reasonable value of its use and
depreciation.46 This caveat is codified in some states.47
Some states also by statute specify other types of contracts that minors cannot avoid.48 In order to bring certainty and
finality with respect to certain dealings, legislatures prohibited minors from avoiding some obligations,49 such as contracts for
insurance50 and student educational loans.51 Other state laws provide a process for court approval of minors’ contracts,
resulting in a valid contract, but with the interest of protecting minors from improvident transactions preserved.52 While court
approval of the contracts of minors makes them binding agreements, as does the approval of a contract by a court-appointed
guardian, the approval of a minor’s contract by a parent or other guardian usually will not alter the voidable nature of the
agreement.53 Minors may also seek court-sanctioned emancipation which would confer capacity to enter into contracts.54
Minors who reach the age of majority can ratify an agreement entered into during their minority, at which point the
contract is no longer voidable.55 Ratification consists of words or actions that indicate the minor chooses to be bound by a
contract obligation entered into during minority, for example, by continuing to make payments on a credit sale after reaching
the age of majority.56 A minor, of course, is incapable of ratifying an agreement during minority as such a purported
ratification would result only in another voidable agreement.
Because minors may only enter into voidable contracts, which is a principle maintained under the Uniform
Commercial Code,57 often their parents will act as surety in order to motivate merchants to sell goods, such as cars, to their
minor children. In such cases, if the minor exercises the power of avoidance, the parent would still be bound under the terms
of the contract for the remaining payments. In sum, although there are exceptions to the rule that minors lack the contractual
capacity required to consummate valid contracts, “it is probably true everywhere that the great bulk of infants’ transactions are
voidable.”58 Presumably, the same conclusion is applicable with respect to the NLOI.

IV. ENFORCEABILITY OF LETTERS OF INTENT
The first inquiry, of course, must be whether or not the NLOI constitutes a contract between the minor and the
educational institution.59 The general consensus is that the letter indeed does constitute an agreement between those two
parties, according to both courts60 and commentators.61 As such, it is subject to normal contract law principles, for example,
the satisfaction of express conditions.62 However, while the NLOI agreement is between the member universities and the
athlete, the penalty for breaching the agreement, i.e., the rule that the student athlete be precluded from participating at another
member institution for a period of time,63 is enforced by the NCAA’s NLOI program, which is not a party to the agreement. Is
this fact significant?
In Oliver v. NCAA64 the court acknowledged as obvious the absence of a contractual relationship between the studentathlete and the NCAA, characterizing it as “an unincorporated association consisting of public and private universities and
colleges” that “adopts rules governing member institutions' recruiting, admissions, academic eligibility, and financial-aid
standards for student athletes.”65 Nevertheless, it did view the student athlete’s relationship to the NCAA as that of a third
party beneficiary, stating that it was “unquestionable” that the contractual relationship between the NCAA and its member
institutions was created to confer a benefit on student-athletes.66 As a result, it concluded that any arbitrary and capricious
action by the NCAA would violate the duty of good faith and fair dealing that is implied in the contractual relationship
between the NCAA and its members, affording the student athlete, as a third-party beneficiary of that contractual relationship,
standing to sue.67
Similarly, the sanctions imposed by the NCAA against schools which would seek to sign minors who disaffirm a
NLOI, as well as against minors who exercise that right and are effectively prevented from competing in intercollegiate
athletics for a period of time, also are arbitrary and capricious and a breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing arguably
inherent in the contract between the NCAA’s NLOI program and its member schools. As a result, the same argument made in
Oliver should apply to allow the student athlete as a third party beneficiary to hold the NCAA liable for enforcing a rule that
strips the minor of his right to disaffirm an agreement.68 So at first blush, it seems that the NLOI is a voidable contract
between the university and the student athlete. Moreover, it seems that the NLOI program rules and agreement, which
purportedly ban member institutions from signing an athlete who rightfully exercises that right to disaffirm, are contrary to
public policy, and that such an argument could be raised successfully by the athlete as a third-party beneficiary. Nevertheless,

several arguments grounded in the contract law previously discussed,69 emerge which potentially could be used to find a legal
commitment in letters of intent.
A. Education as a Necessary?
As previously mentioned, minors are liable for the reasonable value of their necessaries.70 Is education deemed to be
a necessary, so that a minor-athlete, who receives a college education in exchange for the promise to play exclusively for the
institution, would be bound to the agreement? While a certain level of education may be considered necessary under common
law precedent, typically a college education is not considered to be a necessary.71 Nevertheless, educational loans are
enforceable by statute in some jurisdictions, such as those which have adopted the Model Minor Students Capacity to Borrow
Act72 or a similar law.73 Even if an argument could be made effectively that in today’s society a college education is
reasonably necessary to maintain one’s station in life, there are other means of securing financial support than through an
athletic scholarship.74
B. Parental Approval?
Is the fact that the parent or guardian signed the NLOI of legal significance? Assuming that the parent or guardian is
not court-appointed to transact business on behalf of the minor,75 the approval of the agreement by the parent should bear no
significance on the otherwise voidable agreement.76 To hold otherwise install parents as de facto agents, and “[T]he selection
of a proper agent requires the exercise of as much discretion as the making of a contract. To bind an infant by the act of an
agent, when he would not be bound if the act were done by himself, is to allow him to be overreached indirectly, and so do
away with the safeguards provided by law for his protection."77 For example, in NYC Mgmt. Group Inc. v. Brown-Miller78 a
minor, signed a standard contract which stated the performance required of her as a model. Her mother signed the agreement as
well, indicating her assent to her daughter's entry into the agreement without assuming any obligation of her own.79 The court
noted that “[S]uch indications of parental approval are not enough to override the right of the child to disaffirm her own
contracts.”80 Similarly, the parent’s assent to the NLOI is not sufficient to override the minor’s right to disaffirm.
Parents, however, can become co-signors of obligations as a surety, which does not obligate the minor to perform, but
rather acts as insurance against the minor’s non-performance. Typically, in a surety arrangement, if the minor defaults the
parents must perform the contract. That solution is not available with respect to the NLOI program, as the parent signing for
the minor would not be asked to step in and play.81 In fact, specific performance by the minor of the agreement would not be
enforced against the party to the NLOI if the athlete were not a minor either, as the order to perform a contract involving
personal services is usually unavailable as a remedy for breach of contract.82 Since the parents of a student athlete can in no
way be a secondary obligor should the minor fail to perform, the requirement of a parent’s signature is misleading at best, and
has a chilling effect on the minor’s common law right to disaffirm.83
Further, whereas a court-appointed guardian owes a fiduciary duty to the minor or otherwise incompetent party as a
representative in legal proceedings,84 no fiduciary relationship to exercise care in transacting business arises simply by virtue of
the parental relationship. As a result, there is no legal guarantee that the best interests of the child will be served with parental
approval alone, or that a remedy will exist for any failure to adhere to a fiduciary standard of care in transacting business on
behalf of the minor. In fact, the doctrine of familial immunity could preclude any recourse by the minor against the parent who
acted negligently and in contrast to the minor’s best interests.85
Moreover, it is a distinct possibility that the interests of the parents and the minor could diverge in selecting an
institute of higher education, and that some over-reaching by the parent could occur in the selection process. For example, the
mother of a prospective athlete recently forged his letter of intent, mistakenly signing with a university for which the athlete
had chosen not to play.86 The alleged activities of Heisman Trophy winner Cam Newton’s father also suggest that
inappropriate requests for the services of his son were made to intercollegiate athletic programs.87 Furthermore, under current
NCAA restrictions, minor-athletes cannot be represented by an agent.88 If the minor could be represented by an agent, then at
least a cause of action could be allowed against the agent for a failure to act in the minor’s best interests and to exercise care.89
Granted, if the NLI contained a liquidated damages clause in the event of the minor’s breach, then the feasibility of a
parent serving as a guarantor of that obligation by paying the agreed-upon damages, is more realistic. But even that type of
arrangement still might be questionable since it could be viewed as being tantamount to imposing a penalty for minor athletes
exercising their common law right to disaffirm.90 If the liquidated damages clause was limited to the reliance expenses
incurred in recruiting the student athlete or to scholarship monies committed and effectively lost if the student disaffirms, then
it arguably could be enforced.91 But reimbursement and recoupment are not what the NCAA member schools desire as part of
the bargaining process. The basic penalty instead is designed to act as a deterrent to allowing a minor to change their mind, a
recognized right the common law permits.
C. Employment Contracts?
What about contracts associated with the minor’s employment? Some states will recognize the liability of a minor
with respect to contracts associated with a business operated by the minor.92 However, generally contracts for the provision of

labor or services are voidable at the election of the minor.93 Student athletes are not viewed as employees under most state
laws with respect to Workers Compensation statutes,94 so it is unlikely that their relationship to the university would be viewed
as one of employment anyway.95
Moreover, the agreement itself acts similarly to restrictive covenants in employment contracts. A similar argument
has been made with respect to the NCAA’s anti-transfer rules, by which students who transfer are required to must satisfy a
one-year residency rule.96 The failure to comply with the letter of intent produces the same result. If the agreement is breached,
the student athlete is precluded from playing for another school for a year.97 Restrictive covenants are often viewed with
disdain by courts because they restrict the ability of parties to the contract to earn a living,98 and they are often examined for
legality on reasonableness grounds.99 Some states by statute provide additional criteria for examining the enforceability of
covenants not to compete, as well.100 The fact that the NLOI agreement resembles a restrictive covenant in an employment
contract, if anything, strengthens the argument that the agreement should be voidable to protect the minor student-athlete.
Further, the basic penalty of the NLOI agreement is indeed somewhat punitive in nature.101 Punitive damages are
disfavored in contract law, absent a public policy justification.102 However, the more glaring public policy argument in this
situation instead is that of protecting the minor from such a one-sided agreement. While the NLI program clearly benefits
member schools by ordering the process and making recruitment and retention of athletes more predictable, it is not readily
apparent that the student athlete necessarily benefits from those goals, nor that the program was instituted with the protection of
the student athlete in mind.
Courts are reluctant to intervene in the internal affair of the NCAA as a voluntary association,103 and pays deference to
their internal governance regulations, subjecting them to an arbitrary and capriciousness standard.104 However, if the NLOI
program sanctioned a member for signing a minor-athlete who had repudiated his or her letter of intent, such an action in effect
would be tantamount to enforcing the agreement in contravention of the minor’s right to disaffirm, arguably an arbitrary and
capricious action without apparent justification that properly considers what is in the best interest of the minor.105 As a result,
it is unlikely that such an action, though seemingly only involving actions against a member, would be a candidate for
deferential treatment by the judiciary.106
V. STATUTORY EXCEPTIONS FOR MINORS IN THE SPORT AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
Given the prevalence of minor professional athletes and entertainers some states have enacted specific statutes that
recognize the validity of such contracts for professional services providing the statutory requirements are met.107 Legislatures
enacted statutes in response to the common law principle that an infant could disaffirm agreements, as well as those executed
by another on his or her behalf, for minors in the entertainment industry in order to allow such agreements to be valid and
enforceable.108 Many of these statutes establish a detailed procedure for court approval of the contract so that the adult party
can be assured of a binding obligation.109
For example, California’s “Coogan” law, named for 1920’s child star Jackie Coogan, covers minors who are to render
artistic or creative services, either directly or through a third party, allows for court-approval of their contracts, and permits
courts to establish trust funds for their earnings.110 An Illinois statute also allows for court approval of a contract of minors to
render artistic or creative services,111 while a Massachusetts law provides for court approval of entertainment contracts for
performances by minors, including modeling.112 Other statutes allow for the court approval of contracts between minors and
talent agencies.113
Most state contract and labor laws focus on children who pursue careers in the entertainment industry rather than child
athletes.114 However, some state statutes cover both entertainment contracts as well as agreements relating to sports. New York
law provides for judicial approval of the contract if the “infant is to perform or render services as an actor, actress, dancer,
musician, vocalist or other performing artist, or as a participant or player in professional sports…”115 Florida law as well
provides for court approval of contracts by minors to perform or render artistic or creative services or services as a participant
or player in professional athletics or semiprofessional athletics.116 Texas law allows a court, upon petition of the guardian of
the estate of the minor, to enter an order approving an arts and entertainment contract, advertisement contract, or sports
contract that is entered into by a minor, without specifying that the contract be for professional services.117 The North Carolina
statute, which was at issue in the case discussed in the introduction,118 provides for court approval of a “contract pursuant to
which a person is employed or agrees to render services as a participant or player in a sport,”119 as well as for financial
safeguards120 and the establishment of a trust.121
It would seem, however, that few, if any, of these statutes contemplate participation in intercollegiate athletics, as
most address some sort of payment structure coupled with a financial interest to protect. Therefore, it is likely that these
statutes providing for court approval of contracts for the services of child performers are neither relevant nor applicable to
collegiate participation.122 Moreover, an expansive reading of these statutes to include non-professional athletes is ill-advised
since statutes that are in derogation of the common law should be construed strictly.123
Certainly in practice, court approval of NLOI agreements has not been sought. Seeking court approval of the
thousands of NLOI agreements likely would not be feasible anyway, and if sought, such approval would likely be perfunctory
at best, since the continuing need to insure protection of the minor’s financial estate is not necessary in amateur athletics. More
significantly, minors do not need the defense that the NLOI was not court-approved in those states with a statute that arguably
covers student athletes. Student-athletes, who are minors when they sign, remain free to disaffirm their NLOI agreements
anyway, not only before they reach the age of majority, but also for a reasonable time thereafter, providing they do not perform

some act inconsistent with the intent to exercise the power of avoidance, such as participating in practices or otherwise
indicating unequivocally their intent to be bound after reaching their eighteenth birthday.

VI. IMPLICATIONS GOING FORWARD
A. Policy Considerations
Arguably there is a need for higher standards of fairness in relationships between the NCAA and student athletes, and
NCAA rules fail to separate the interests of student athletes from the interests of their universities.124 “Comparable bargaining
power does not exist at the core of the student-athlete/university relationship.”125 That observation can be extended to the
athletic scholarship and how it structures the relationship between the NCAA, the university and the student athlete, limiting
the term to renewable annual contracts, at the option of the university.126 “As it exists today, the athletic scholarship contract is
an unconscionable contract of adhesion, inconsistent with the important NCAA principles of student-athlete welfare and
amateurism.”127
Further, it is questionable whether or not the educational pursuit is indeed less important than the exploitation of the
young person’s athletic ability for financial gain.128 A 1995 study of the decisional structures of the NCAA revealed seven
characteristics that cast a degree of doubt upon whether or not the process accurately promotes the notion that one’s status as a
student should take precedence over one’s status as an athlete.129 As a result of such concerns, reforms have been proposed to
re-focus collegiate athletics on the education not the exploitation of the student athlete.130 Recent cases and commentaries
have questioned another alleged form of exploitation by the NCAA and its members, that of the student-athlete’s common law
right of publicity.131 For example, Hall of Fame basketball player Oscar Robertson is among three former college athletes who
filed suit against the NCAA this year for the alleged illegal use of their images.132
Certainly the recruitment of high school athletes is a competitive process that does not necessarily center upon what is
in the best interest of the student-athlete.133 In fact, issues concerning the recruiting of high school athletes have been a focal
point of controversy over the life of the NCAA.134 The recruiting of high school athletes is crucial for the success of the
institution’s athletic programs, the commensurate financial revenue stream for the institution, as well as for the success of the
coaching staff, both financially and professionally.135 The amount of revenue produced by intercollegiate athletics is
substantial136 and accompanied by the benefits of “money and support for the university; enthusiasm and cohesion to the
university community; and enjoyment for the region and entire nation.”137
Unfortunately, ethical lines are often crossed in pursuit of the golden goose. Reports of improper recruiting tactics
abound, and include the use of drugs, alcohol, sex, monetary enticements, grades and test alterations, as well as false
representations.138 Arguably, “the inherent conflict of interest in the universities’ bargaining position rebuts the presumption
that the schools act in good faith, and demonstrates the need for legal protection of the weaker party.”139 Tales of coaches
inking lucrative endorsement contracts in exchange for their players wearing certain athletic gear, scandals involving the sale
of players by high school coaches, stories of alumni and boosters compromising the integrity of athletic programs to secure top
talent,140 all lend credence to the notion that the recruitment process is a mine field for the unwary, unsophisticated recruit.141
Some student athletes have sued concerning misrepresentations made during the recruiting process about their
prospective playing time.142 Oral misrepresentations made prior to signing day are particularly susceptible to overreaching
during the recruitment process when most prospects are inexperienced minors negotiating with seasoned university
representatives.143 “Courts have employed the infancy doctrine to afford greater protection to minors, and the NCAA should be
obliged to do so as well.”144
Criticism that the process is riddled with corrupt practices fuels the concern that minors must be protected from the
flurry of predatory adults who do not have their best interests at heart, the same concern that prompted the judicial
development of the infancy doctrine under the common law in the first place. Granted, a few months of maturity may not
remedy the situation for individual minors who attain the age of majority in relatively short order, but the systemic ignoring of
a basic tenet of the legal system certainly adds no credence to the recruitment process. The less well-reasoned, sometimes
irrational, decision-making of adolescents counsels against the abrogation of a settled principle of the common law with respect
to this genre of agreements.145
B. Recommendations
Some commentators recognize that the big business of intercollegiate athletics suggest the decline of amateurism in
college sports.146 If as a $60 billion dollar industry major college sports enterprises indeed are not amateur, and such a
characterization is demonstrably false, then arguably intercollegiate athletics should be subject to the application of antitrust,
tax and labor laws.147 Given this realization, several observers are in favor of the compensation of Division I athletes.148
Should the historical classification of amateurism of college athletics be modified in favor of paying athletes salaries as semiprofessionals, more state statutes governing minors in the sport industry could be applicable to make the NLOI valid, providing
the state statutory requirements for court approval were followed and the statutory definitions reasonably could be read to
include athletes.149

Alternatively, the No-Agency Rule could be abandoned in favor of allowing minors to be represented by someone who
owes a fiduciary duty to act in the best interest of the student-athlete and to protect the minor from overreaching by university
recruiters and coaches.150 Unfortunately, in reality, this approach likely would be available only to assist those athletes whose
future commercial potential is substantial. It is unlikely that agents would scramble to represent the greater number of athletes
who do not play in Division I’s prestigious programs. Thus, such a proposal could be only a partial solution in practice.
Would a statutory exception to the common law that establishes the validity of NLOI agreements be feasible? The
infancy doctrine is an integral part of the common law of contracts, which by definition is a matter of state law.151 To change
the state common law in this regard would necessitate requesting each state legislature to carve a statutory exception to the
state’s jurisprudence on the infancy doctrine for the NLOI agreement, a fairly daunting proposition. While federal regulation
under the Commerce Clause of intrastate activity is permitted when that activity is economic in nature,152 for Congress to pass
a law in order cloak minors across the nation with contractual capacity for NLOI agreements seems a rather heavy-handed
response, and seemingly would necessitate an admission that the enterprise is about the economics and not the education.
Moreover, even if either a uniform state act or a federal law could be proposed, for what would it provide? The validity of all
NLOI agreements? Court approval of NLOI agreements? Court-approved representation in the NLOI negotiation?
Less drastic measures than a legislative response or the abandonment of amateurism and the no-agency rule are
available. The NLOI agreement is voidable until the minor reaches the age of majority, which is eighteen years in most states.
However, once the student-athlete reached the age of majority and continued to participate as a member of the sport team, such
conduct arguably indicates the intent to be bound by the NLOI; that conduct arguably would constitute a ratification of a
previously voidable agreement, the effect of which would be to make the NLOI agreement valid.153 Rather than rely on
conduct manifesting the intent to be bound, a wiser course of action would be for the institution instead to require the studentathlete to ratify the agreement expressly in writing at the age of majority. Of course in this option leaves the institution
vulnerable for the time period between signing day and the student-athlete’s eighteenth birthday.
While some observers have called for the complete elimination of the NLOI agreement,154 another option is for the
NCAA to abandon the arbitrary deadlines imposed by the various national signing days and permit athletes to sign a binding
NLOI on their eighteenth birthday. Arguably the elimination of a national signing day could help to level the playing field
more between the university and the athlete, since coaches tend to over-sign athletes, many of whom are dismissed before the
season effectively starts.155 A uniform day was established for the convenience of universities, not the student-athlete, and that
rationale is insufficient for completely disregarding the common law’s infancy doctrine. While such a change could result in a
more chaotic recruiting process for athletic departments, in reality it will protect the institution because now recruits who are
minors can walk away from the NLOI agreement without ramification, contrary to what it states.
What of prospective players who will not be eighteen years old before the start of practice season? Currently, there is
no mandatory requirement for a NLOI agreement, so the athlete could report and play without having signed one.156 True, the
current basic penalty of the loss of one season and a required one academic year in residence at the next institution before
being able to play is unavailable because the agreement is voidable;157 however, it would seem that the parent could act as a
surety for the financial aid offer extended. In other words, since scholarship offers are limited,158 it would seem reasonable for
the institution to protect its financial position against the minor’s disaffirmance by allowing liquidated damages equivalent to
the financial aid irrevocably committed and potentially lost if the minor left the institution.159 Of course, the language used to
convey this provision should be clear and unambiguous, in bold print, and adequately explained to recruits and their co-signors,
with a disclosure that a signed agreement is not required in order to participate in the institution’s athletic program. And while
agreed upon damages may be recoverable, providing they are reasonable and related to the foreseeable harm flowing from a
breach, the institution could not penalize student athletes from changing schools if they are minors when they sign the NLOI.
Finally, even if the first-year student athlete becomes of age and signs a binding NLOI agreement, that student
typically still may be impressionable, unsophisticated and naïve. Many student athletes choose the school for which they will
play because of the coach, who assumes a somewhat parental position in their relationship to the young athlete. Predictably,
then, a coaching change is one of the major reasons student athletes seek to be released from their signed NLOI agreement.160
Arguably, the inability of the student-athletes to make an informed decision about their choice of school in such cases counsels
against holding them to the agreement, even if they are of age when it is signed.161 As a result, the NCAA also should
seriously consider permitting a limited exception to all valid NLOI agreements and as a matter of policy to permit student
athletes, at their discretion, to rescind their commitment in the event of a coaching change. This policy shift may not be in the
best interest of the member schools, but it would be in the best interest of the young student-athlete, who in good faith accepted
the bid in reliance on existing facts concerning the coaching staff.

VII. CONCLUSION
Thousands of prospective student-athletes sign NLOI agreements every year. A great number of these enthusiastic
recruits are minors and are not bound by the agreement under the common law’s infancy doctrine. The fact that their parents
signed in approval has no legal effect other than to mislead the minor into believing in the irrevocability of their commitment.
Unfortunately, the student-athlete’s punishment for breaching the voidable agreement is the loss of one season of competition
and a required one academic year in residence before competing for another institution, a penalty enforced by the NLOI’s

member institutions, which otherwise would be sanctioned for permitting students to play unless they were released from their
NLOI agreement. While some state laws recognize the need for child performers to enter into valid contracts for services, and
permit court-approval of such contracts, amateur intercollegiate athletes are unlikely to be covered by such laws. Given the
predatory mine field that characterizes college recruiting today, the NCAA should recognize the protection afforded minors by
the common law and abandon its established signing days in favor of allowing student athletes to enter into valid agreements
once they have reached the age of majority. As it stands, the NCAA is perpetuating a charade with its basic penalty provision
and misleading thousands of recruits into believing they are bound once they sign the NLOI agreement, when in fact that
agreement is voidable during their minority and for a reasonable period of time thereafter, providing there has not been an
express or implied ratification of the agreement.
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